THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams
GENTLEMAN CALLER
eliminate Laura’s interjections

JIM: [abruptly]: You know what I judge to be the trouble with you? Inferiority complex I Know
what that is? That's what they call it when someone low-rates himself! I understand it because I
had it, too. Although my case was not so aggravated as yours seems to be. I had it until I took
up public speaking, developed my voice, and learned that I had an aptitude for science. Before
that time I never thought of myself as being outstanding in any way whatsoever. Now I've never
made a regular study of it, but I have a friend who says I can analyse people better than doctors
that make a profession of it. I don't claim that to be necessarily true, but I can sure guess a
person's psychology, Laura. [Takes out his gum] Excuse me, Laura. I always take it out when
the flavour is gone. I'll use this scrap of paper to wrap it in. I know how it is to get it stuck on a
shoe. Yep - that's what I judge to be your principal trouble. A lack of amount of faith in yourself
as a person. You don't have the proper amount of faith in yourself. I'm basing that fact on a
number of your remarks and also on certain observations I've made. For instance that clumping
you thought was so awful in high school. You say that you even dreaded to walk into class.
You see what you did? You dropped out of school, you gave up an education because of a
clump, which as far as I know was practically non-existent! A little physical defect is what you
have. Hardly noticeable even! Magnified thousands of times by imagination! You know what
my strong advice to you is? Think of yourself as superior in some way!
LAURA: In what way would I think?
JIM: Why, man alive, Laura! just look about you a little. What do you see? A world full of
common people! All of 'em born and all of 'em going to die! Which of them has one-tenth of
your good pointsI Or mine! Or anyone else's, as far as that goes - Gosh! Everybody excels in
some one thing. Some in many! [Unconsciously glances at himself in the mirror.] All you've got
to do is discover in whatl! Take me, for instance. [He adjusts his tie at the mirror.] My interest
happens to lie in electro-dynamics. I'm taking a course in radio engineering at night school,
Laura, on top of a fairly responsible job at the warehouse. I'm taking that course and studying
public speaking.
LAURA: Ohhhh.

JIM: Because I believe in the future of television! [Turning back to her.] I wish to be ready to go
up right along with it. Therefore I'm planning to get in on the ground floor. In fact I've already
made the right connexions and all that remains is for the industry itself to get under way. Full
steam [His eyes are starry.] Knowledge - Zzzzzp ! Money - Zzzzzzp I - Power! That's the cycle
democracy is built on. [His attitude is convincingly dynamic. LAURA stares at him, even her
shyness eclipsed in her absolute wonder. He suddenly grins.]

